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Abstract—Traditional Project Management Methodologies
(TPMM) aim to prevent change by extensively planning and
documenting as much as possible before the system is developed
while change is inevitable and that it is not to be avoided.
Additionally, Traditional Project Management rely more on
processes, sequential software development, like waterfall.
Consequently, there is a demand for system development
methodologies and project management methodologies with the
ability to adapt to a changing project and business environment.
The aim of this study is to investigate hybrid IT project
management that flexibly combining the traditional and the agile
method; it emphasizes on two method of blending Scrum, an
agile method, into traditional plan-driven project development
and management such as waterfall or into structured and widely
accepted project management methodologies such as Project
Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK). A comparison is
then done of the two selected different hybrid methods.
Keywords- Project Management, waterfall, Agile Method,
PMBOK, Scrum Model;

I.
INTRODUCTION
Information technology (IT) projects are very difficult
projects to manage, as they have the tendency to change owing
to elements of uncertainty such as project time and budget
instability, constantly changing business and user requirements,
and the team’s ability to respond to new expectations. Because
of the evolving business environment, the requirements set by
business and users change frequently and unexpectedly.
Consequently, there is a demand for system development
methodologies and project management methodologies. [17]
The answer to these demands is agile project management
(APM). Agile project management is an outgrowth of the agile
software development movement. APM is a highly iterative
and incremental process, where developers and project
stakeholders actively work together to understand the domain,
identify what needs to be built, and priorities functionality.
Many researchers believe that using an agile approach to
managing projects is totally different from a more traditional
approach, such as PMBOK or waterfall. The plan-driven
approach is more suited for large-scale project with heavy
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constraints, large risks and clear up-front requirements and
agile approach can only be applied to small-scale projects with
less rigid constraints, smaller risks, unclear requirements. In
this paper we study and compare two hybrid method. First, we
discuss one hybrid method using an agile approach and the
PMBOK® Guide. Next, we investigate another hybrid model
that apply an agile method, Scrum into the traditional software
development process and IT project management such as
waterfall
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, agile methods in IT project development and
management and PMBOK are reviewed, then the hybrid model
using agile and the PMBOK is discussed. Section III reviews
the waterfall model. Then, another hybrid IT project
development and management model is proposed, which is to
blend the Scrum method into the traditional plan-driven
software development process such as waterfall. Section V
compare hybrid models and demonstrates the benefits of the
new mixed models. Finally Section VII is the concluding
remarks.

II.

PROJECT MANAGMENT USING AGILE AND THE
PMBOK® GUIDE
This method is a paradigm shift from the traditional planthen-execute-project paradigm that embraces the fundamentals
of the normal five-stage (initiate, plan, execute, control, closeout) project life-cycle phases in the PMBOK to a new fivephase (envision, speculate, explore, adapt, close) project life
cycle in an agile approach. This section will introduces the
agile method and PMBOK briefly, next investigate the hybrid
model.
A. Overview of agile project management
Several agile leaders were called together to create the
Agile Software Development Manifesto in 2001[1]. The
primary goal of any Agile Software Development is to make an
organization agile, in other words, give the organization the
ability to adapt to change. It is characterized by the ability to
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handle changing business requirements, incremental and
iterative development, and continuous code integration [2].
Scrum management that has been extensively practiced in
various sized organizations is one of the most often used model
of agile. Scrum is based on the following: three roles:
-

Product owner, is defined as the person responsible for
the product backlog and he/she represents the
expectations, constraints, and interests of the stakeholders
[17].

-

Scrum master, is responsible for the overall project’s
success, including the delivery of products of good quality,
facilitation of communication, removal of impediments,
and the process as a whole [13].

-

Team, a cross-functional team of five to nine people who
organize themselves and the work to produce the desired
results for each sprint.

Three documents and processes:
-

Product backlog, contains the body of work required
during the entire project. This includes requirements
gained from software developers, clients and experts. All
requirements are prioritized according to descending order
of importance. Owing to the dynamic environment, the
product backlog must be constantly updated and
prioritized as new requirements are identified.

-

Sprint backlog, is the starting point for every sprint,
which contains all the tasks and requirements that ought to
be completed during the current sprint.[12]

-

Burndown chart, shows the cumulative work remaining
in a sprint on a day by day basis. [14]

And three meetings:
-

-

-

Sprint or pre-sprint planning, entails identifying the
tasks necessary to reach the defined sprint goal. These
identified requirements and tasks are moved from
product backlog to sprint backlog to be completed
during the next sprint after they have been prioritized
[12].
Daily scrum, every morning, a short meeting of
approximately fifteen minutes is held to keep track of
the development process. During each meeting, the
Scrum team specifies what has been done since the
last meeting, and discusses what should be done
before the next meeting takes place. During these
meetings, problems are identified and solutions are
suggested to keep the team focused on the goal.
Furthermore, the meeting enhances communication by
keeping the stakeholders and team members involved
and up to date [3].
Post-sprint or sprint review meeting, after the first
sprint, a post-sprint meeting is held during which a
decision is made regarding whether the team should
continue with the project. If this is agreed upon, a pre-
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sprint meeting is held to identify tasks to be
completed during the next sprint. [3]

B. Overview of Project Managment Body of Knowledge
(PMBOK)
The first edition of A Guide to the Project Management
Body of Knowledge was published in 1996 followed by the
second edition in 2000, third edition in 2004 and fourth edition
in 2008. The fifth and current edition became available late
December 2012. The current PMBOK Guide (fifth edition)
recognizes 47 processes that fall into five basic process groups
and ten knowledge areas. The five process groups are:
-

Initiating

-

Planning

-

Executing

-

Monitoring and Controlling

-

Closing. [4,17]

Each project management process group is characterized by
certain tasks that must be completed will be discussed in this
section briefly.
Initiating In order to initiate a project or a project phase, a
project manager must be assigned to manage the project, the
requirements of the business must be defined, and a sponsor for
the project must be obtained [5]. It is important to note that the
initiation process is a part of all phases of the project, as before
something can be planned or executed it must be initiated [6].
Planning The planning process entails the development
and maintenance of a workable scheme to ensure that the
project satisfies and addresses the business’s requirements [17].
Executing This process entails the organization and
coordination of resources to execute the various plans, actions
and tasks to produce the deliverables, goals, products, services
or results during the different phases of the project [7].
Monitoring and Controlling This process entails the
continuous monitoring, measuring and controlling of projectrelated activities to ensure that the project team meets the
objectives of the project.
Closing This process entails the formalized acceptance of
the project’s phases or the project as a whole and ending it
efficiently and effectively [7].
C. Agile Project Management using PMBOK
This hybrid model called Agile Project Management
(APM) consists of five phases, namely: envision, speculate,
explore, adapt and close.[17,14] The APM delivery framework
moves away from the traditional phase names such as initiate,
plan, execute, monitor, close. This has a great significance, as it
indicates that APM embraces change and changing as often as
required.
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Envision During the envision phase, the project scope,
project community and stakeholders, product vision, and the
manner in which the team works together are determined.
Firstly, the team must envision what must be delivered. In
order to do this, the project objectives, constraints, boundaries
and vision must be defined and understood. Secondly, the team
has to identify which stakeholders and members of the business
community will be involved. Lastly, the team must decide on
the manner in which they will work together in order to deliver
the expected and defined vision of the project [17].
Speculate APM is more than just planning and doing, it is
about creating a vision and exploring it because only some
information is available and this must be examined to
determine our course of action in the next iteration [8]
Explore During the explore phase, features are planned,
developed, tested and delivered in short iterations while the
objective is to constantly reduce the uncertainty and risk of the
project.
Adopt adapt implies modification or change rather than
success or failure. In order to adapt, there must be an
understanding of the risks, changing requirements, project
processes and the market.
Close By compiling a closeout report, the project team
summarizes what has been completed successfully and finally
agrees that the expectations of the client have been met.
III.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT USING AGILE AND SCRUM

Most of the companies are struggling with how to use the
agile practices into their IT software project development and
management. Most of organizations already have developed
the traditional plan-driven method such as waterfall for the IT
project management. The Agile method brings a big change in
the way how the teams are managed during the projects. This
section briefly explains Waterfall model then investigates the
hybrid model.
A. Overview of waterfall model
The Waterfall model is a sequential software development
process in which progress is regarded as flowing increasingly
downwards (similar to a waterfall) through a list of phases that
must be executed in order to successfully build a computer
software. Originally, the Waterfall model was proposed by
Winston W. Royce in 1970 to describe a possible software
engineering practice [15]. The Waterfall model defines several
consecutive phases that must be completed one after the other
and moving to the next phase only when its preceding phase is
completely done. For this reason, the Waterfall model is
recursive in that each phase can be endlessly repeated until it is
perfected. Figure. 1 depicts the different phases of the
Waterfall model.
Essentially, the Waterfall model comprises five phases:
analysis, design, implementation, verification, and maintenance
[9].
Analysis Phase: Often known as Software Requirements
Specification (SRS) is a complete and comprehensive
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Figure 1. Waterfall Model

description of the behavior of the software to be developed. It
implicates system and business analysts to define both
functional and non-functional requirements. Usually,
functional requirements are defined by means of use cases
which describe the users’ interactions with the software. They
include such requirements as purpose, scope, perspective,
functions,
software
attributes,
user
characteristics,
functionalities specifications, interface requirements, and
database requirements.
In contrast, the non-functional requirements refer to the
various criteria, constraints, limitations, and requirements
imposed on the design and operation of the software rather than
on particular behaviors. It includes such properties as
reliability, scalability, testability, availability, maintainability,
performance, and quality standards.
Design Phase: It is the process of planning and problem
solving for a software solution. It implicates software
developers and designers to define the plan for a solution
which includes algorithm design, software architecture design,
database conceptual schema and logical diagram design,
concept design, graphical user interface design, and data
structure definition.
Implementation Phase: It refers to the realization of
business requirements and design specifications into a concrete
executable program, database, website, or software component
through programming and deployment. This phase is where the
real code is written and compiled into an operational
application, and where the database and text files are created.
In other words, it is the process of converting the whole
requirements and blueprints into a production environment.
Testing Phase: It is also known as verification and
validation which is a process for checking that a software
solution meets the original requirements and specifications and
that it accomplishes its intended purpose. In fact, verification is
the process of evaluating software to determine whether the
products of a given development phase satisfy the conditions
imposed at the start of that phase; while, validation is the
process of evaluating software during or at the end of the
development process to determine whether it satisfies specified
requirements. Moreover, the testing phase is the outlet to
perform debugging in which bugs and system glitches are
found, corrected, and refined accordingly.
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Figure 2 A Hybrid Model for Software Development and Project
Management[10]

improved to make it more applicable in practice. For many
projects, the pure traditional project management is not
effective, and hybrid models are the most appropriate solution.
The traditional project management method is better fit for the
projects with a clear goal and solution, and there are number of
these during the year. On the other hand, projects that have no
clear goal and solution are managed more with the agile
method, but the pure agile method is not good enough for many
such projects, and the agile method is adjusted flexibly,
resulting in the flexible hybrid method. It’s believed that this
combination of agile techniques with traditional method
forming the hybrid ways of managing the IT projects is just
emerging, and we will see more of it in the future,
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